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Interview with Adm. Cavo Dragone,
Italian Navy’s Chief of Staff

A report from the workshop to be held on July,
1st, in Rome. The event
will see the Marina Militare (Italian Navy) to
explain its own ideas
about the Future Combat Naval System in the
futuremul
domain
opera ons.

RHIB: something more
than a rigid hull inflatable boat

Today the RHIBs (Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat) are the most widely
used mul -role vessels, having replaced, in addi on to the service
motor boats, the Rigid Raiding Cra and the Combat Rubber Raiding Cra (the real rubber dinghies). A long analysis of the technical solu ons adopted on this variegated cra category.

The air defence systems
The short/medium range air defence systems are enjoying a new
vague everywhere in the world. Their opera onal doctrine and
opera on, however, is changed in comparison with the past. For
example, the modern systems not
only provide the point defence to
the forces on the ba lefield, but
also are able to provide the area
defence against mul -layered threats, and o en they are integrated
into wider airspace control networks (na onal or local).

Our interview with Adm. Giuseppe Cavo Dragone, the Italian
Navy Chief of Staﬀ, deals with all the topics of interest for the
Armed Service.
The strategic scenario and the Italian Navy role evolu on are
presented, together with the moderniza on eﬀorts related to
the new ships and equipment.

News from KMW

Report from our correspondent visi ng the Kraus Maﬀei Wegmann
Headquarters. The German company is working on diﬀerent new
projects, including a new genera on AIFV, an addi onal upgrade
package for the LEOPARD 2A7, and the latest evolu ons of its 155 mm
self-propelled gun.
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